
7th Wimpernwelt
LASH- & BROWCOMPETITION

ONLINE EDITION

NEW DEADLINE
Deadl ine for  registrat ion 

 22.10.2022
Deadl ine for  pictures 

30.10.2022



WHO IS WIMPERNWELT?
Hi! We are Glam Lashes - An eyelash company dedicated
since day one to support and advancing the profession of lash
stylists. So it was a matter of course for us to give the
opportunity to prove yourselves as experts. That's why we've
been organizing the largest and most popular eyelash
championship in Germany every year since 2015, which you
know as Wimpernwelt. Because it's all about the world of
eyelashes.
The industry of eyelash stylists should be supported and
challenged here. But Wimpernwelt is more than just a
championship! It connects colleagues, creates new business
relationships and gives people courage and, above all, a
confirmation that they have valuable work. We have also
added an important event to Wimpernwelt with the
Lashmeeting. Here we promote the further training of the
stylist.
A conference with top lash stylists who share their knowledge
with you. A full day of information with a pleasant atmosphere
and good food. But that's not enough, after the learning phase
we'll take a little break and then meet up with you as
colleagues and friends for dinner in the evening. A rich buffet
with culinary delights. Of course, we also hand out certificates
and other surprises in the evening. A day that turns colleagues
into friends.
Be a part of Wimpernwelt and promote our profession!
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Your Elizabet  Celik
 



How you can participate live? 
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YOU CAN PARTICIPATE ONLINE 

How you can participate online? 
Also this year you can take part in the online championship. Participating
online saves you time and money and is definitely less fuss too. You can
easily make a model in your studio without any time pressure and send
us the required pictures.

STEP 1
The most important thing is to register so that you have a permanent
place.
The current registration deadline is October 22nd, 2022. But don't wait
too long, because we also have to plan.
Visit our homepage www.wimpernweltmeister.com
Select the LEVEL for the category in which you would like to register and
place it in the shopping cart. If you would like to participate in other
categories, then put these with the appropriate level in the shopping cart.
Finally, you go to the checkout and choose the payment method and
complete the order. You will receive an automatic email with your order.
If you do not receive an email, please contact us by email.
Email: wimpernwelt@glam-lashes.de

STEP 2  
Now send us an email with the following information. All certificates that
are relevant to the categories in which you have registered. Let us know if
you are in the trainer category or if you have already won prizes. Would
you like to work as a team with 2 other colleagues in the Participate in
"TEAM BATTLE"? Then share and please. You are also welcome to
choose a team name :-) Did you know that you can also take part in
"Lashqueen and Browqueen" for free?

 
STEP 3

Please read through all the important details for the online championship
so that you don't give away any points. Read both the criteria and image
requirements. So you know how many points there are for what and you
can prepare yourself well. You then send us the pictures by email.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us by email at any
time.

Email: wimpernwelt@glam-lashes.de 

Unfortunately, there will be no live championship this year either. For
various reasons we had to cancel the planned championship on
17 & 18 September in Kalkar cancel.
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CATEGORIES ONLINE
ONLINE CHAMPIONSHIP
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 CLASSIC 1:1

 2D-3D LIGHT VOLUMEN

 4D-10D MAXX VOLUMEN

 WIMPERNLIFTING 

 BROWLIFTING

 HENNABROWS

 LASHBOX
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If you register for all 4 eyelash categories, you
automatically take part in the Lashqueen Battle
for free.

If you register for the 2 eyebrow categories, you
automatically take part in the Browqueen Battle for
free.

Team up Classic 1:1, 2D-3D Volume, 4D-10D
Volume, Eyelash Lift, Brow Lift and Hennabrows
with 2 other colleagues and take part in the
TEAM Battle in each category for free.
So you can win more trophies for free.  T

IP
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 MASTER... 

 PROFESSIONAL ... 

if you did your first certificate in the category 3 up to years,
if you have won a trophy as a junior in the category,
if you are not a trainer in the category.

if you have completed your first certificate in the category for
more than 3 years,
if you are a trainer in the category,
if you have won a trophy as a master or professional in the
category.

LEVELS 
In addition to the categories, i.e. classic, volume and eyelash
lifting, etc., we also divide them into levels. That means when you
sign up for Classic, you're assigned a level. The levels are related
to the experience of the stylist. It varies a little every year,
because the status changes a bit there too. Below you can find all
levels for online. For example, if something has changed after you
registered, e.g. you become a coach, you must let us know before
the championship. Please note that a level can only take place if
there are at least 5 participants in this level.
If a large number have registered in a category, we will expand
the levels and thus give the opportunity to choose even more
winners. eg. Juniors and Experts. Of course, those who have
already registered will also be distributed. So register early so that
we can do it too :-)
 

 

LEVELS  FOR  ONLINE 
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each  Category                         69€
The pr ices include 19% VAT.
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The prices for Online competition

What is included in the price? 
 

You can also register  more than once for  a category
to increase your chances of  winning.  However ,  you
have to pay for  each part ic ipat ion.
  

shipping of your certificates and prizes, everyone
gets a package.

safe starting place

one medal per category

a certificate of participation for each category

GoodieBag from sponsors

1st -3rd place winner cup

winner certificate

free participation in the Team Battle

free participation in the Lashqueen Battle and Browqueen
Battle. * Read more about how to participate.



LASHQUEEN

LASHQUEEN will always be the participant with the highest total number of
points in the 4 required categories. Take your chance and become the

Lashqueen 2022!
 
 

LASHQUEEN 2017

HAJNALKA SZABO
LASHQUEEN 2018

EMESE TOTH
LASHQUEEN 2019

KIM VOGEL
LASHQUEEN 2021

MEYADA EKE
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Would you like to be this year's lashqueen?
Every year we choose the lashqueen of the tournament. How can you participate? Thats is

quite easy. Register in the following 4 categories:
Classic 1.1 Online

2D-3D Volume Online 
4D-10D Maxx Volume Online 

Lash lifting Online 
It doesn't matter whether you are a beginner, master or professional in the respective

category. In the end, all your points in the 4 categories will be added up and if you have the
most points, you will become Lashqueen 2022.

You think you're not ready for this? Then you're wrong, because none of the lashqueens
ever expected to win. It takes a lot of skill, but also a lot of luck. Because sometimes others

just have bad luck with a model and this could be your chance.
There are no additional costs to become a lashqueen. All you have to do is register and
pay for the 4 required categories. You have the chance to win in each category and then

also the chance to become the lashqueen. As soon as you have registered for the 4
categories, you are automatically included in the lashqueen battle.

If you have any questions, please send us an email to wimpernwelt@glam-lashes.de
 



BROWQUEEN 2022

BROWQUEEN

BROWQUEEN will be the participant with the highest total number of points
in the 2 required categories.

 Take your chance and become the first browqueen of 2022!
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Would you like to be this year's and very first browqueen?
This year, for the first time, we are choosing the browqueen of the tournament. Eyebrows

are now an integral part of our championship and have also grown in popularity and
sophistication. That's why we think we have to choose the browqueen this year.

How can you participate? Thats is quite easy. Register in the 2 categories for eyebrows.
 

Henna Brows Online 
Brow Lift Online 

It doesn't matter whether you are a beginner, master or professional in the respective
category. At the end all your points of the 2 categories will be added together and if you

have the most points then you will become browqueen 2022.
 

There are no additional costs to become a browqueen. All you have to do is register and
pay for the 2 required categories. You have the chance to win in each category and then

also the chance to become a browqueen. As soon as you have registered for the 2
categories, you are automatically included in the browqueen battle.

If you have any questions, please send us an email to wimpernwelt@glam-lashes.de
 



REPRESENT YOUR TEAM
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REPRESENT YOUR TEAM is a new extension, not a real category. You can participate
for free.

The following categories are provided for the country teams.
Classic 1:1 Online 

Light Volume (2D/3D) Online 
Maxx Volume (4D-10D) Online 

Lashlifting Online
Browlifting Online

Henna Brows Online
 
 

First you have to register as normal for one or more categories. To participate as a team,
you need 2 other colleagues who are also your partner for the same team and category. 
Example: You register for the Classic Junior category and your 2 colleagues for Classic

Professional. Your total score is then your team score for the Classic category.
You can then register in another category with the same team or with another partner. If

your national team has the most points in the respective category, then you are the
national winner of this category.

What do the winners of the team battle get?
All 6 teams of the 6 categories that lead the ranking in the respective category each

receive a certificate and a trophy. This gives you a great chance to win more trophies
and certificates.

Participation as a team does not cost you anything extra, but must be confirmed by us.
 

Form a team of 3 participants
e.g. for a company and win this

Team Battle!



Curl: 
All Curls, you can also
mix the curls.

from 0,07mm - 0,15mm 

MAX. POINTS

CLASSIC 1:1 ONLINE
CRITERIA

You can use all Eyelashes

Color: black and brown

WHICH LASHES YOU CAN USE?

Thickness: 

CRITERIA

OVERAL IMPRESSION 10 Points

MODELLING

SYMMETRY

LASHLINE

DISTANCE TO EYELID

FÜLLNESS 100% 

LENGTH

THICKNESS/WEIGHT

INNER CORNER

OUTER CORNER

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

Each participant gets a medal. Each participant receives a certificate of participation for each online category.
Every participant gets sponsor gifts. We send everything by post.
As a 1st-3rd place winner, you will also receive a trophy, a winner's certificate and other sponsor gifts.

TOTAL POINTS 110 PointsWHICH PICTURES ARE NEEDED

Very specific images are required.
Please read the photo information for
the category. Make sure to send the
pictures to us in very good quality.
This increases your chances of
winning!

PICTURE QUALITY 10 Points

Here you can find all regulations for Classic 1:1 online at a glance.
A detailed explanation of the criteria can be found on the website.

WHICH GLUE IS ALLOWED
TO BE USED?

 Only black glues are allowed to be used
on the championship.

WHAT CAN YOU WIN BY PARTICIPATING IN CLASSIC 1:1 ONLINE?

Attention! Subject to changes and errors. It is therefore essential to obtain the latest information before the championship.



MAX. POINTS

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

130 Points

2D/3D VOLUMEN ONLINE
CRITERIA

Color black and Brown

Curl: 
all curls, you can also
mix the curls

Thickness from 0,05mm - 0,10mm 

CRITERIA

OVERAL IMPRESSION

MODELLING

SYMMETRY

LASHLINE

DISTANCE TO EYELID

FULLNESS 100% 

LENGH

THICKNESS/WEIGHT

INNER CORNER

OUTER CORNER

DIRECTION

FLUFFINESS

TOTAL POINTS

PICTURE QUALITY 10 Points

10 Points

Here you can find all regulations for 2D-3D Volume  online.
A detailed explanation of the criteria can be found on the website.

Very specific images are required.
Please read the photo information for
the category. Make sure to send the
pictures to us in very good quality.
This increases your chances of
winning!

WHAT CAN YOU WIN BY PARTICIPATING IN 2D/3D VOLUME ONLINE?

Attention! Subject to changes and errors. It is therefore essential to obtain the latest information before the championship.

WHICH GLUE IS ALLOWED
TO BE USED?

 Only black glues are allowed to be used
on the championship.

WHICH LASHES YOU CAN USE?

You can use all Eyelashes. NO
PREMADE FANS!

WHICH PICTURES ARE NEEDED

Each participant gets a medal. Each participant receives a certificate of participation for each online category.
Every participant gets sponsor gifts. We send everything by post.
As a 1st-3rd place winner, you will also receive a trophy, a winner's certificate and other sponsor gifts.



MAX. POINTS

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

4D-10D MAXX VOLUMEN ONLINE
CRITERIA

Color: black and brown

Curl: 
all curls, you can also
mix the curls

Thickness from 0,02mm - 0,07mm 

CRITERIA

OVERAL IMPRESSION

MODELLING

SYMMETRY

LASHLINE

DISTANCE TO EYELID

FULLNESS 100% 

LENGH

THICKNESS

INNER CORNER

OUTER CORNER

DIRECTION

FLUFFINESS

4D-5D/6D-7D/8D-10D 6/8/10 Points

TOTAL POINTS 140 Points

10 Points

PICTURE QUALITY 10 Points

Here you can find all regulations for Maxx Volume online at a glance.
A detailed explanation of the criteria can be found on the website.

Very specific images are required.
Please read the photo information for
the category. Make sure to send the
pictures to us in very good quality.
This increases your chances of
winning!

WHAT CAN YOU WIN BY PARTICIPATING IN 4D-10D VOLUME ONLINE?

Attention! Subject to changes and errors. It is therefore essential to obtain the latest information before the championship.

WHICH GLUE IS ALLOWED
TO BE USED?

 
Only black glues are allowed to be used
on the championship.

WHICH LASHES YOU CAN USE?

WHICH PICTURES ARE NEEDED

You can use all Eyelashes. NO
PREMADE FANS!

Each participant gets a medal. Each participant receives a certificate of participation for each online category.
Every participant gets sponsor gifts. We send everything by post.
As a 1st-3rd place winner, you will also receive a trophy, a winner's certificate and other sponsor gifts.



MAX. POINTS

10 Points

SET SILICONE PAD

STICK UP LASHES 2 

LOTION 1 APPLIKATION

EVENESS CURL

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

130 Points

LASHLIFTING ONLINE
CRITERIA

WHICH PRODUCT YOU CAN
USE?

Only approved products may be used for
the championship.

CRITERIA

LASH QUALITY

OVERAL IMPRESSION

STICK UP LASHES 1
 

SYMMETRY

INNER CORNER

OUTER CORNER

COLOR SOLUTION

CLEAN WORK

TOTAL POINTS

DO I HAVE TO LAMINATE
AFTER THE LIFT?

 You don't have to laminate because it's
not an evaluation criterion, but there
are many advantages to laminating and
it can have a positive effect on other
criteria.

WHICH PICTURES ARE NEEDED?

PICTURE QUALITY 10 Points

Here you can find all regulations for Lashlifting online at a glance.
A detailed explanation of the criteria can be found on the website.

Very specific images are required.
Please read the photo information for
the category. Make sure to send the
pictures to us in very good quality.
This increases your chances of
winning!

WHAT CAN YOU WIN BY PARTICIPATING IN  LASHLIFTING ONLINE?

Attention! Subject to changes and errors. It is therefore essential to obtain the latest information before the championship.

Each participant gets a medal. Each participant receives a certificate of participation for each online category.
Every participant gets sponsor gifts. We send everything by post.
As a 1st-3rd place winner, you will also receive a trophy, a winner's certificate and other sponsor gifts.



MAX POINTS

10 Points

10 Points

BROWLIFTING ONLINE 
CRITERIA

CRITERIA

HAARQUALITÄT/ 
KEIN ÜBERLIFTEN 

GESAMTBILD 10 Points

AUFTRAGEN LOTION 1

SYMMETRIE

MODELLIERUNG/
SHAPE

FARBERGEBNIS /
FARBWAHL

SAUBERKEIT

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

Total Points 110 Points

CAN THE EYEBROWS BE
PLUCKED?

Of course, the brows should be
perfectly styled and that includes
plucking, waxing, etc. Make sure
there is no redness.

CAN CAMOUFLAGE BE USED?
No you are not allowed to use
camouflage and concealer because
we want to see that you have colored
perfectly!

AUSRICHTUNG

AUFTRAGEN DER
FARBE

10 Points

SYMMETRIE 10 Points

10 Points
WHICH PICTURES ARE NEEDED?

BILDERQUALITÄT

Here you can find all regulations for Browlifting online at a glance.
A detailed explanation of the criteria can be found on the website.

Very specific images are required.
Please read the photo information for
the category. Make sure to send the
pictures to us in very good quality.
This increases your chances of
winning!

WHAT CAN YOU WIN BY PARTICIPATING IN  BROWLIFTING ONLINE?

Attention! Subject to changes and errors. It is therefore essential to obtain the latest information before the championship.

Each participant gets a medal. Each participant receives a certificate of participation for each online category.
Every participant gets sponsor gifts. We send everything by post.
As a 1st-3rd place winner, you will also receive a trophy, a winner's certificate and other sponsor gifts.

Only approved products may be used for
the championship.

WHICH PRODUCT YOU CAN
USE?



MAX. POINTS

10 Points

10 Points

10 Points

100 Points

10 Points

10 Points

BROWHENNA ONLINE 
CRITERIA

CRITERIA

OVERAL IMPRESSION 10 Points

SYMMETRY

MODELLING/ SHAPE

COLOR CHOICE

COLORING

10 Points

10 Points

TOTAL POINTS

APPLYING THE
COLOR

10 Points

THICKNESS OF EYEBROW

LENGH OF EYENROW

CLEAN WORK

PICTURE QULAITY 10 Points

Here you can find all regulations for BrowHenna online at a glance.
A detailed explanation of the criteria can be found on the website.

Very specific images are required.
Please read the photo information for
the category. Make sure to send the
pictures to us in very good quality.
This increases your chances of
winning!

WHAT CAN YOU WIN BY PARTICIPATING IN  BROWHENNA ONLINE?

Attention! Subject to changes and errors. It is therefore essential to obtain the latest information before the championship.

Each participant gets a medal. Each participant receives a certificate of participation for each online category.
Every participant gets sponsor gifts. We send everything by post.
As a 1st-3rd place winner, you will also receive a trophy, a winner's certificate and other sponsor gifts.

Only approved products may be used for
the championship.

CAN THE EYEBROWS BE
PLUCKED?

WHICH PRODUCT YOU CAN
USE?

Of course, the brows should be
perfectly styled and that includes
plucking, waxing, etc. Make sure
there is no redness.

CAN CAMOUFLAGE BE USED?

No you are not allowed to use
camouflage and concealer because
we want to see that you have colored
perfectly!

WHICH PICTURES ARE NEEDED?

YOU CAN ALSO USE NORMAL EYEBROW COLOR.



MAX. POINTS

10 POINTS

70 POINTS

10 POINTS

LASHBOX ONLINE 
CRITERIA

CRITERIA

OVERAL IMPRESSION 10 POINTS

DIFFICULTY

COLOR CHOICE

10 POINTS

10 POINTS

TOTAL POINTS

USED MATERIALS 10 POINTS

LASHSTRIP

QUALITY OF THE FANS

PICTURE QUALITY 10 POINTS

WAS IST GENAU LASHBOX?

Use a DIN A 4 picture frame with a
white background as a lashbox.
You are also welcome to paint, glue
and/or model the background. Just let
your imagination run wild. It is important
that the eyelashes do not lose their
focus. That means,
that you have to stick 2 eyelash bands
and work them into the lash box. You
are also welcome to paint eyes on the
background and glue the eyelash tape
on top. The more complicated and
perfect the implementation, the more
points you get for the respective criteria.
Don't forget to take as many pictures as
possible of your intermediate steps.
Because here you can send us as many
pictures as you like or make a collage of
the elements. Please note the quality of
the eyelashes and that you send the
required pictures.

Here you can find all regulations for LashBox online at a glance.
A detailed explanation of the criteria can be found on the website.

WHAT CAN YOU WIN BY PARTICIPATING IN  LASHBOX ONLINE?

Attention! Subject to changes and errors. It is therefore essential to obtain the latest information before the championship.

Each participant gets a medal. Each participant receives a certificate of participation for each online category.
Every participant gets sponsor gifts. We send everything by post.
As a 1st-3rd place winner, you will also receive a trophy, a winner's certificate and other sponsor gifts.



VON @CANVA

 

Wir benötigen folgende Bilder, damit deine Teilnahme akzeptiert wird. Ganz wichtig! Sollte ein Bild
fehlen, kann es bei manchen Bewertungen 0 Punkte geben. Wir sind nicht dafür verantwortlich,
dass alle Bilder vollständig gesendet wurden. Deshalb empfehlen wir euch genau in eurem
Postausgang zu schauen, welche Bilder versendet wurden. Gerne dürft ihr auch per Email bei uns
anfragen. Auch bitten wir euch NUR! die geforderten Bilder zu senden. Denn wir werden nur die
Anzahl der geforderten Bildern an die Jury anonym weiter leiten, so kann es passieren das ein
wichtiges Bild fehlt. Achtet darauf, dass ihr euch sehr viel Zeit beim Fotografieren nehmt und dass
die Bilder scharf sind. Denn unsere Juroren werden die Bilder zoomen, was sie nicht erkennen,
werden sie nicht bewerten können. Auch die Qualität der Bilder ist entscheidend. Jedes Bild muss
mind. 1 MB groß sein. Also stellt euer Handy und eure Kamera auf große Bilder ein. Wählt euer
Model gut aus, so steigert ihr eure Gewinnchancen.

Für die Online Meisterschaft könnt ihr euch jederzeit anmelden und eure Bilder in Ruhe bis zum
Einsendeschluss an uns senden. Ihr dürft euch auch für eine Kategorie mehrmals anmelden.

Das Bearbeiten der Wimpern ist nicht erlaubt! Das kann zur Disqualifikation führen. Ihr dürft nur die
Haut etwas retuschieren. Aber auch das empfehlen wir euch nicht, da oft versehentlich mit einem
Pinsel an den Wimpern geschliffen wird. Unsere Jury ist geschult und erkennt sowas sehr gut.
KEIN LOGO und auch kein Anzeichen von Marken oder Produkten dürfen auf den Bildern sein.

Benennt eure Bilder bitte mit zb. Classic 1, Classic 2, Classic 3 usw… so wissen wir welche Bilder
in welche Kategorie gehören. Oder ihr sendet jede Kategorie einzeln.
Anmeldeschluss und Einsedeschluss der Bilder ist der 30.08.2022

We need following pictures to accept your participation. Very important! If a picture is missing, you’ll
might get 0 points in some criterions. YOU are responsible to send us all pictures. Not us.
Therefore, we recommend you look exactly in your e-mail which pictures were sent and which
not.You are welcome to inquire by email which pictures need to be send.Also, please only send us
the required pictures.We will only forward the number of required pictures to our judges. So please
make sure to send all needed pictures to avoid losing points. The jury will rate anonymously.

Make sure you have plenty of time to take pictures and that the pictures are focused and high
quality of at least 2 MB. Because our judges will zoom in on the pictures. The ones that are
pixelated cannot be rated.

Choose your model well, so you increase your chances at winning.

You can sign up anytime for the online championship. and send your pictures in peace until the
deadline to us. You may also compete for one category several times.

The editing of the eyelashes is not allowed! You are only allowed to retouch the skin. NO LOGO
and no indication of brands or products.

Please mark your pictures with e.g. Classic 1, Classic 2, Classic 3 etc. … so we know which
pictures belong in which category.

Registration deadline for online registration and the picture deadline is Aug. 30th , 2022

Bilderanforderungen
picture requirements

 



 

1 picture AFTER without eye pads. Client is lying down and has
closed her eyes. Both eyes are photographed from above.

Bilderanforderungen
picture requirements

 
1 Bild VORHER Kundin sitzt und schaut gerade in die Kamera
(Ganzes Gesicht)

1 picture BEFORE the client sits and looks straight into the camera
(whole face)

1 Bild NACHHER Kundin sitzt und schaut gerade in die Kamera
(Ganzes Gesicht)

1 picture AFTER the client sits and looks straight into the camera
(whole face)

1 Bild NACHHER mit Augenpads und Tape. Kundin liegt und hat die
Augen geschlossen und von oben werden beide Augen fotografiert.

1 picture AFTER with eyepatches and Tape. Client is lying down 
and has closed her eyes. Both eyes are photographed from above.

1 Bild NACHHER ohne Augenpads. Kundin liegt und hat die Augen
geschlossen und von oben werden beide Augen fotografiert.

1 Bild NACHHER NAHAUFNAHME linkes Auge. Kundin sitzt
und schaut mit geöffneten Augen leicht nach oben in die
Kamera, so dass man die Klebestellen sieht. 

1 Bild NACHHER NAHAUFNAHME rechtes Auge. Kundin sitzt
und schaut mit geöffneten Augen leicht nach oben in die
Kamera, so dass man die Klebestellen sieht. 
1 AFTER CLOSE-UP picture – right eye. Client is sitting and
looking with open eyes into the camera. She should look
slightly up so that we can see the glued lashbottom. 

1 AFTER CLOSE-UP picture – left eye. Client is sitting and
looking with open eyes into the camera. She should look
slightly up so that we can see the glued lashbottom. 

CLASSIC 1:1, 2D/3D VOLUME,MAXX VOLUME (6 BILDER/6 PICTURES)

Die Wimpern und der Abstand zum Lidrand müssen klar erkennbar sein! Wir benötigen dann noch das Lashmapping
und die geklebten Wimpern in Länge und Stärke, das darfst du auf einem Zettel schreiben und abfotografieren oder
einfach in die Email als Text senden.Achte auf die Bewertungskriterien und erfülle sie um keine Punkte zu
verschenken.
The eyelashes and the distance to the lid must be clearly visible! We need the Lashmapping and the glued eyelashes
in lenght and curl. You can write the lashmapping on a paper and make a picture or direct in the email when you send
us the pictures. Pay attention to the evaluation criteria and fulfill them in order not to loose any points.

1

2

3

4

5

6



1 AFTER picture – the client sits and looks straight into the camera (whole
face)

 1 INPROCESS picture – Lashes are glued up and without lotion (both eyes)

1 Bild VORHER Kundin sitzt und schaut gerade in die Kamera (Ganzes Gesicht)

1 BEFORE picture – the client sits and looks straight into the camera (whole face)

1 Bild VORHER SEITLICH Kundin sitzt und schaut gerade zur Seite

1 BEFORE picture – the client sits sideways and looks straight to the side

1 Bild INPROZESS Silikonpads sind geklebt (beide Augen)

1 INPROCESS picture – Siliconconpads are glued (both eyes)

1 Bild INPROZESS Wimpern sind hochgeklebt ohne Lotion (beide Augen)

1 Bild INPROZESS Lotion 1 ist auf den Wimpern aufgetragen (beide Augen)

1 Bild NACHHER Kundin sitzt und schaut gerade in die Kamera (Ganzes
Gesicht)

1 INPROCESS picture – Lotion 1 is applied (both eyes)

WIMPERNLIFTING/LASHLIFT(9 BILDER/9 PICTURES)

1 Bild NACHHER Seitlich Kundin sitzt und schaut gerade zur Seite

1 AFTER picture – the client sits sideways and looks straight to the side

1 Bild NACHHER NAHAUFNAHME linkes Auge. Kundin sitzt und schaut in 
die Kamera und hat die Augen geöffnet.

1 AFTER VERY CLOSE picture only left eye – Client sits and looks straight
into the camera 

1 Bild NACHHER NAHAUFNAHME rechtes Auge. Kundin sitzt und schaut in
die Kamera und hat die Augen geöffnet.

1 AFTER VERY CLOSE picture only right eye – Client sits and looks
straight into the camera
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Bilderanforderungen
picture requirements

 



 

1 AFTER picture – Client sits and looks straight into the camera 
(whole face)

Bilderanforderungen
picture requirements

 
1 Bild VORHER Kundin sitzt und schaut gerade in die Kamera
(Ganzes Gesicht)

1 picture BEFORE the client sits and looks straight into the camera
(whole face)

1 Bild INPROZESS Farbe ist aufgetragen, beide Augenbrauen mit
Augen

1 INPROCESS picture – Color is applied, both Eyebrows with eyes

1 Bild INPROZESS Farbe ist aufgetragen, 1 Augenbraue

1 INPROCESS picture – Close up – Color is applied, just 1 eyebrow

1 Bild NACHHER Kundin sitzt und schaut gerade in die Kamera
(Ganzes Gesicht)

1 Bild NACHHER Nahaufnahme - rechte Augenbraue mit Auge

1 Bild NACHHER Nahaufnahme - linke Augenbraue mit Auge

1 AFTER VERY CLOSE picture – left eyebrow with eye

1 AFTER VERY CLOSE picture – right eyebrow with eye

HENNA EYEBROWS (6 BILDER/6 PICTURES)
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1 AFTER picture – the client sits and looks straight into the camera 
(whole face)

 1 INPROCESS picture – Lotion 2 is applied (without foil), both 
eyebrows with eyes

Bilderanforderungen
picture requirements

 
1 Bild VORHER Kundin sitzt und schaut gerade in die Kamera 
(Ganzes Gesicht)
1 BEFORE picture – the client sits and looks straight into the camera 
(whole face)

1 Bild VORHER linkes Auge mit Augenbraue

1 BEFORE picture – right eye with eyebrow

1 Bild VORHER rechtes Auge mit Augenbraue

1 BEFORE picture – left eye with eyebrow

1 Bild INPROZESS Lotion 2 (ohne Folie) ist aufgetragen, beide 
Augenbrauen mit Augen

1 Bild INPROZESS Farbe ist aufgetragen, beide Augenbrauen
 mit Augen

1 Bild NACHHER Kundin sitzt und schaut gerade in die Kamera 
(Ganzes Gesicht)

1 INPROCESS picture – color is applied, both eyebrows with eyes

AUGENBRAUENLIFTING/BROWLIFT(8 BILDER/8 PICTURES)

1 Bild NACHHER Nahaufnahme rechte Augenbraue mit Auge

1 AFTER picture - Close up right eyebrow with eye

1 Bild NACHHER Nahaufnahme linkes Augenbraue mit Auge

1 AFTER picture - Close up left eyebrow with eye
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1 INPROCESS picture – Eyelash Tape is covered with eyelashes 
in classic or volume

1 Bild VORHER von allen Materialien in Rohvariante

1 BEFORE picture from all raw material

1 Bild INPROZESS Wimpernband ist mit Volumenwimpern oder
Classicwimpern beklebt

1 Bild von allen angefertigten Blümchen und anderen
Kunstwerken bevor sie am Band beklebt werden.

1 Bild NACHHER komplett fertiger Bilderrahmen

1 AFTER picture – completely finished frame (LASHBOX)

1 picture of all made-up flowerd and other artwork before they
are pasted on the eyelash tape

LASHBOX (4 BILDER/4 PICTURES)

Mit unserer Kategorie Lashbox möchten wir allen Liebhabern von Bunten Wimpern und die, die kreativ sind eine
Möglichkeit geben sich zu messen.
Benutzt ein DIN A 4 Bilderrahmen mit weissem Hintergrund als Lashbox. Gerne dürft ihr den Hintergrund auch
bemalen, bekleben und/oder modellieren. Lasst einfach eurer Fantasie freien Lauf. Wichtig ist, dass die Wimpern
ihren Fokus nicht verlieren. Gerne könnt ihr auf den Hintergrund auch Augen malen und darauf den Wimpernband
kleben. Je komplizierter und perfekter die Umsetzung desto mehr Punkte bekommt ihr für die jeweiligen Kriterien.
Vergesst nicht so viele Bilder wie möglich von euren Zwischenschritten zu machen. Denn hier dürft ihr uns beliebig
viele Bilder senden oder eine Collage von den Elementen machen. Diese Bilder benötigen wir aber unbedingt:

With our new category LASHBOX we want to give all lovers of colorlashes and those who are creative a way to
measure themselves.
Please use a DIN A4 picture frame with a white background as a lashbox. You are also welcome to pait, glue
and/or model the background. Just let your imagination rum wild. It is important the eyelashes do not lose their
focus. Gladly you can also paint eyes on the background and stick the eyelas tape on it. The more complicated and
perfect the implementation, the more points you get for the criteria. Do not forget to take as many pictures of your
intermediate steps as possible. Because in this nomination you may send pictures as you like or make a collage of
the elements. But we definitely need the pictures:

Bilderanforderungen
picture requirements

 



General rules for the event
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A professional and successful event needs rules. Here you can read all the rules at a
glance. By registering for the online championships, you agree to the rules.

1: The place for the championship and for the lash meeting are only binding if you have
paid for them. No place without payment.

2: After payment, cancellation is not possible and thus there is no money back. If you
are infected with Corona at the time of the championship and you are therefore unable
to take part, you have the option of finding a replacement. Be sure to contact us to find
a solution. However, a positive PCR test is required for this. We therefore recommend
that you register early and also send the pictures.

3: All participants and models must be at least 18 years old.

4: The championship is for all students and professionals.

5: The models must be neutrally dressed no companies may be recognizable. Also 
     e.g. headband etc. This is important so that a review remains anonymous.

 6: After registering you will receive a confirmation email. If you have not received 
    one, send an email to wimpernwelt@glam-lashes.de
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7: A level in a category only takes place if at least 5 participants take part.

8: There is a placement of 1-3 per level. The winners are determined by adding up the
    points.

9: There is only 1 lash queen and 1 brow queen.

10: The jury can deduct points if rules are not followed. There are also point 
     deductions for adhesive on the pads, redness on the eye that is in front of
     championship were not there. If eyelashes or eyebrows have been overlifted.
     If the skin is injured or becomes very red.

11: No eyebrow makeup is allowed for the Brow Championships. So it must not be
concealed. Also no camouflage. We recommend plucking and waxing before the
championship to avoid redness.

12: We take the liberty of disqualifying a winner if he intentionally entered the wrong
level. eg. is a coach but kept that a secret from us. A trainer is anyone who has issued
certificates before. Changes must be communicated to us before the championship.

13: In the case of online, only the required images may be sent. A missing image can
result in 0 points. In addition, the jury can only rate something if they see it. That is why
images of very good quality are very important. Check your pictures by yourself before
you send them.

14: Editing the skin is allowed, but we don't recommend it as it happens over and over
again it happens that the eyelashes are accidentally processed as well. Working and 
 editing on the eyelashes and eyebrows is strictly prohibited. Our jury is trained in that.

15: Note the other regulations in the criteria for online competition

General rules for the event
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Some impressions of the event



FOLLOW US
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wimpernwelt.gl

wimpernwelt

www.wimpernweltmeisterschaft.com



USEFUL  INFORMATION
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Organizer is
Elizabet Kosmetik - Glam Lashes

Email: wimpernwelt@glam-lashes.de
 

Deadline for registration is October 22, 2022
Deadline for pictures ist October 30, 2022 

The award ceremony will take place in 
mid-November

We will broadcast live on Facebook or Instagram
 
 

This brochure is updated regularly, so we ask you to download the current version before the
championship. Subject to change. All statements without guarantee.

 


